Character Qualities the TOOLS

FOR LIFE

TOOLS FOR LIFE
DISTINCTIVES
uses the concrete visual of building a dream
house for conceptualizing building your dream life and gives you
the tools you need in do it! Regardless of personal goals and
dreams, a house still has to meet fundamental criteria, and so does
our life!
1. It has to be strong to stand the test of time and keep
people safe from the weather and outside elements.
2. It has to be functional to provide basic access to the
things we need to live
3. It needs be beautiful to inspire growth
provides the right tools in the form of
character qualities to help each builder create a life that is strong
enough to withstand the difficulties of life, functional enough to
meet basic needs, and expresses beauty for inspiring growth and
development.
Master Builders
Skip and Sylvia
introduce the
learner to each tool
and demonstrate
how they are used.
Perfect for every
age and stage,
including adults!

A curriculum EVERYONE
can get behind!

Chronological- The tools and skills build on
each other matching developmental
benchmarks and allowing participants to
measure growth
Comprehensive- Learning and growth
through a diversified
experience. Integrates instruction,
activities, and skill building practice with
each lesson. Introduces a historical figure
for each tool as a role model for using the
tool for example, Rosa Parks with Self
Respect and Thomas Edison with
perseverance.
Captivating- Multi Sensory. Fully contained
kit including props, visuals and authentic
tools make this motivating to learn along
with mentors and master builders Skip and
Sylvia and relatable learner, Thor.

Thor is a relatable
and reluctant
learner. He is
currently learning
about how to “PUT
DOWN YOUR
WEAPONS, AND
PICK UP YOUR
TOOLS!”

A one-time investment!
TFL kits last a lifetime!

www.vashtishouse.com
home@vashtishoue.com

ORDER YOUR KIT
TODAY OR LEARN MORE
at WWW.VASHTISHOUSE.COM

Motivating and fun to
learn. Everyone wants
to be a master builder!

